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Universal Electronics Announces Medical Approval of 2nd Plant
ISO13485:2016 Approval for Two Plants in WI Increases Production Capacity for Medical OEMS
Whitewater, WIS. – September 11, 2018 – Universal Electronics, Inc. (UEI) has expanded their
medically approved manufacturing capabilities in the Midwest by having ISO13485:2016 and
ISO9001:2015 at two plants in WI, East Troy and Whitewater. The East Troy plant focuses on fullassembly programs and the Whitewater facility has recently expanded capacity for printed circuit board
electronics manufacturing.
“We are excited to continue to enhance our Medical manufacturing services by gaining additional
accreditations at our box build focused facility in East Troy. In the last year we have added 3 new SMT
lines for greater capacity, a new MRP system for long-term growth, and many talented team members to
better serve our clients,” says Rick Jensen, President of UEI.
UEI now has a total of 9 SMT lines for production and also
offers a quick-turn prototype and NPI service offering with
report analysis for manufacturing design and component
obsolescence. As a full-service electronics contract
manufacturer UEI has over 38 years of expertise and a
robust quality system for Medical programs.
This latest quality expansion, additional manufacturing
equipment, increased labor, and additional production shifts
has dramatically increased capability and capacity at UEI.
About UEI
UEI offers fast-turn PCBAs within NPI-Plus, and low to mid volume manufacturing services customized
to clients across the US. UEI serves multiple industries including Medical, Industrial, Lighting,
Security, and Communications. Founded in 1980, UEI has two certified facilities in the upper Midwest
that are ISO9001:2015, ISO13485:2016, FDA, and ITAR registered. UEI offers flexible engagement
models and fast, cost-effective time to market strategies. Additional information about UEI and NPIPlus and its services may be found at www.ueinc.com and www.npi-plus.com.
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